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Abstract. Quantum computation based on nonadiabatic geometric phases has attracted a
broad range of interests, due to its fast manipulation and inherent noise resistance. However,
it is limited to some special evolution paths, and the gate-times are typically longer than
conventional dynamical gates, resulting in weakening of robustness and more infidelities
of the implemented geometric gates. Here, we propose a path-optimized scheme for
geometric quantum computation on superconducting transmon qubits, where high-fidelity and
robust universal nonadiabatic geometric gates can be implemented, based on conventional
experimental setups. Specifically, we find that, by selecting appropriate evolution paths, the
constructed geometric gates can be superior to their corresponding dynamical ones under
different local errors. Numerical simulations show that the fidelities for single-qubit geometric
Phase, π/8 and Hadamard gates can be obtained as 99.93%, 99.95% and 99.95%, respectively.
Remarkably, the fidelity for two-qubit control-phase gate can be as high as 99.87%. Therefore,
our scheme provides a new perspective for geometric quantum computation, making it more
promising in the application of large-scale fault-tolerant quantum computation.
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1. Introduction

It is well-known that the physical realization of quantum computers needs a set of universal
quantum logic gates, which include a set of arbitrary single-qubit gates and a nontrivial
two-qubit gate [1, 2]. However, the coherence of quantum system can be easily ruined by
its surrounding environment, invalidating the computation process. Therefore, the fidelity
of quantum gates must be high enough so that quantum error correction can be applied to
achieve large-scale quantum computation. Moreover, beyond the error-correction threshold,
the higher gate-fidelity can result in fewer physical qubit resources encoding an error-free
logical qubit. In addition, local random and control errors can also be occurred during the
manipulation of the quantum system. Thus, it is also vital to find a robust way of quantum
control that is insensitive to these local errors.

One of the promising ways to obtain strong robust quantum gates is suggested to use
geometric phase, which was first discovered by Berry [3] based on adiabatic process. The
geometric phase has global characteristics which only depends on the area of evolution path
instead of the evolution details. Thus, quantum gates based on the geometric phase have the
intrinsic merit of being robust against local systematic errors, and thereby geometric quantum
computation (GQC) [4] was received extensively studied with experimentally demonstrations
[5–7]. However, the required adiabatic evolution condition there [3, 8] makes operational
time of geometric gates to be much longer than that of conventional quantum gates using
dynamical evolution, and thus the gate-fidelity is very low in typical quantum systems.
In 1987, to remove the constraint of the adiabatic condition, Aharonov and Anandan [9]
generalize the adiabatic Berry phase to nonadiabatic case. Then, nonadiabatic GQC schemes
were proposed [10–12] and verified experimentally [13–15], which can greatly speed up the
geometric gates. Besides, the Berry phase has also been generalized to non-Abelian case [16],
which also found many applications in quantum computation [17–21]. These advances thus
make GQC to be a promising way towards robust quantum manipulation [22–26].

As we all know, the total phase during quantum evolution consists of both the dynamical
and geometric parts. To get a pure geometric phase, the usual method is to eliminate the
accompanied dynamical phase, which can be achieved via several special evolution loops
[27–29], besides the original time-consuming multi-loop evolution strategies. Therefore, the
schemes of GQC based on single-loop evolution have been proposed [30–38], which further
decreases the needed time for geometric gates. Notably, the elimination of dynamical phase
has also been investigate in the case of quantum computation with non-cyclic geometric
phases [39–44].

Here, we demonstrate that a given geometric gate can be obtained from various evolution
loops that have the different gate robustness. Thus, we take a novel strategy of constructing
geometric gates by proposing a path-optimized scheme to realize nonadiabatic GQC and
present its implementation on superconducting transmon qubits [45, 46]. Besides, we take
a set of universal single-qubit geometric gates, i.e., the geometric π/2, π/4 Z-rotation and
Hadamard gates, denoted as S, T and H, respectively, as typical examples to test the gate
fidelity and robustness. The numerical simulations show that our geometric gates have
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. Illustration of our implementation. (a) The energy spectrum diagram for a driven
transmon qubit T4 with the detuning ∆ and the weak anharmonicity α. (b) Schematic diagram
of a 2D square transmon lattice linked by coupling capacitively, and the transmon qubits
T1 ∼ T5 with different colors have different frequencies. (c) The level structure of second
excitation subspace for two parametrically tunable coupled transmons T1 and T2 with a small
detuning ∆′ between energy levels |11〉 and |02〉.

stronger robustness than the corresponding dynamical gates in certain parametric ranges.
Similarly, this path-optimized method can also be readily extended to the case of nontrivial
two-qubit geometric gates. Therefore, our scheme provides a new perspective for geometric
quantum gates, making them being more promising in future large-scale fault-tolerant
quantum computation.

2. Geometric gates with path optimization

In this section, we first present the construction of arbitrary single-qubit nonadiabatic
geometric gates on a superconducting transmon qubit with conventional control technology,
showing that from our construction, a given geometric gate can be achieved by different
evolution paths. Second, we take geometric S, T and H gates as typical examples to test
the gate robustness under different evolution paths, which demonstrates that the robustness is
different under different paths. Thus, we compare the robustness based on several selected
paths with the corresponding dynamical gates, and indicate that our scheme has an advantage
range where the robustness of geometric gates is superior to dynamical one. Finally, based on
the optimal evolution path, we evaluate these gates performance within actual experimental
parameters.

2.1. The nonadiabatic geometric phases

Superconducting quantum circuit system is one of the most promising physical platforms to
realize universal quantum computation, due to its flexible controllability and easy scalability.
Thanks to the long coherence time, superconducting transmon qubits are usually used to
encode quantum information. The energy spectrum for a transmon qubit is shown in figure
1(a), which has a weak anharmonicity labelled as α. For the general requirement of scalable
quantum computation, we consider a 2D square lattice of transmon qubits, where all the
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adjacent transmons are capacitively coupled, as shown in figure 1(b). The Hamiltonian of a
transmon qubit interacting with an external driving microwave field can be described as

H(t) = ω0|1〉〈1|+ (2ω0 − α)|2〉〈2|

+
1

2

{
Ω(t)ei[

∫ t
0 ω(t′)dt′−φ(t)](|0〉〈1|+

√
2|1〉〈2|) + H.c

}
, (1)

where ω0 is transition frequency of the transmon qubit with the energy of ground state setting
to be zero, Ω(t), ω(t) and φ(t) are driving strength, frequency and phase of microwave field,
respectively. Note that we here use {|0〉, |1〉} as our computational subspace, and consider
the higher energy level |2〉 as the main leakage source, due to the weak anharmonicity of
transmon qubit. Applying a representation transformation of U=U2 × U1 to the Hamiltonian
in equation (1) with U1 = exp {−iω0(|1〉〈1|+ 2|2〉〈2|)t}, U2 = exp{i

∫ t
0

∆(t′)dt′(|1〉〈1|−
|0〉〈0|+ 3|2〉〈2|)/2}, the transformed HamiltonianH′(t) will be

H′(t) =
1

2
{∆(t)(|1〉〈1| − |0〉〈0|+ 3|2〉〈2|)− 2α|2〉〈2|}

+
1

2

{
Ω(t)e−iφ(t)(|0〉〈1|+

√
2|1〉〈2|) + H.c

}
, (2)

where the detuning is defined as ∆(t) = ω0 − ω(t).
Next, we consider the ideal case, i.e., projecting the Hamiltonian H′(t) within the qubit

subspace, to show the construction of arbitrary single-qubit nonadiabatic geometric gates with
path optimization. Then, the HamiltonianH′(t) can be reduce to

H1(t) = −1

2
{∆(t)σz − Ω(t) [cosφ(t)σx + sinφ(t)σy]} , (3)

with {σx, σy, σz} being well-known Pauli operators. We further choose a set of dressed-state
bases {|ϕ±(t)〉} as the evolution states which are, respectively,

|ϕ+(t)〉 = eik+(t)
[
cos(χ(t)/2)|0〉+ sin(χ(t)/2)eiξ(t)|1〉

]
,

|ϕ−(t)〉 = eik−(t)
[
sin(χ(t)/2)e−iξ(t)|0〉 − cos (χ(t)/2)|1〉

]
,

(4)

where k±(t) satisfy k±(0) = 0, and their evolution trajectories on the Bloch sphere can be
determined by the time-dependent polar angle χ(t) and azimuth angle ξ(t). By solving the
Schrödinger equation i|ϕ̇±(t)〉 = H1(t)|ϕ±(t)〉, we can get the parameters that determine the
evolution trajectories as

χ̇(t) = Ω(t) sin[φ(t)− ξ(t)],
ξ̇(t) = −∆(t)− Ω(t) cotχ(t) cos[φ(t)− ξ(t)],

(5)

as well as

k+(t) = −k−(t) = −1

2

∫ t

0

{
ξ̇(t′)[cosχ(t′)− 1]−∆(t′)

}
/ cosχ(t′)dt′. (6)

Assuming that the evolution trajectory is determined, which corresponds to the known polar
and azimuth angles, then the relevant parameters {Ω(t), φ(t),∆(t)} of Hamiltonian H1(t)

can be obtained reversely by solving the above restriction relations. Therefore, after a
period of cyclic evolution τ , the evolution states will be transformed into U(τ)|ϕ±(0)〉 =
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eik±(τ)|ϕ±(0)〉, whose corresponding evolution operator is

U(τ) = eik+(τ)|ϕ+(0)〉〈ϕ+(0)|+ eik−(τ)|ϕ−(0)〉〈ϕ−(0)|
= cos γ + i sin γ [σz cosχ0 + sinχ0(σx cos ξ0 + σy sin ξ0)]

= eiγ ~n·~σ,

(7)

where γ = k+(τ) = −k−(τ) = γd + γg is the accumulated total phase during the evolution
process, χ0 = χ(0) and ξ0 = ξ(0) are the initial polar and azimuth angles, respectively.
Since ~n = (sinχ0 cos ξ0, sinχ0 sin ξ0, cosχ0) is an arbitrary unit direction vector and ~σ =

(σx, σy, σz) is a vector for Pauli operators, U(τ) represents a rotation along the ~n axis with an
angle of −2γ. In addition, as the dynamical phase γd can be calculated as

γd = −
∫ τ

0

〈ϕ+(t)|H1(t)|ϕ+(t)〉dt

=
1

2

∫ τ

0

[ξ̇(t) sin2 χ(t) + ∆(t)]/ cosχ(t)dt, (8)

the remaining geometric phase γg will be

γg = γ − γd = −1

2

∫ τ

0

ξ̇(t) [1− cosχ(t)] dt. (9)

Quantum logic gates constructed by geometric phases have intrinsic fault-tolerance feature,
as the geometric phase only depend on the global geometric properties of the path, instead
of the specific evolution details. This can be explained by the fact that, in equation (9), the
geometric phase is equal to half of the solid angle enclosed by the evolution path. However,
the existence of dynamical phase, as shown in equation (8), leads to the appearance of a non-
geometric component in the total phase, which will destroy the global noise-resistance feature
of the constructed geometric gate, and thus need be eliminated to get a pure geometric phase.

2.2. Construction of path-optimized geometric gates

In this subsection, we consider the construction of path-optimized geometric gates, with the
above proposed method of inducing geometric phases. In the above construction, the detuning
is set to be in a generally time-dependent form, but we now set it as a constant, following the
experimentally preference. That is, we set ∆(t) = ∆, and consider the case that the closed
evolution paths are formed by the longitude and latitude lines, for simplicity. For the longitude
line, ξ̇(t) = 0 will be always hold, and thus setting ∆ = 0 will lead to γd = 0 in equation (8),
which also coincidence with the simplest experimental control. In this case, by solving the
equation (5), the shapes of parameters {Ω(t), φ(t)} can be reduced to

Ω(t) =

{
χ̇(t), φ(t) = ξ(t) + π/2;

−χ̇(t), φ(t) = ξ(t)− π/2.
(10a)

And, for the latitude line, by setting γd = 0 in equation (8) and letting the detuning to be
time-independent for simple experimental control, i.e., ∆(t) ≡ ∆, we obtain that

∆ = −1

τ

∫ τ

0

ξ̇(t) sin2 χ(t)dt. (10b)
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(b)(a)

Figure 2. Illustration of our path-optimized single-qubit geometric gates construction (the
configuration A) and the needed pulse areas. (a) The closed evolution trajectories for a gate in
the Bloch sphere, where different colours denote trajectories with different path parameters Λ.
(b) The comparison of pulse areas S between geometric S, T and H gates with different path
parameters and their corresponding dynamical gates.

Then, other parameters can be solved from equation (5) as

Ω(t) =

{
[ξ̇(t) + ∆] tanχ(t), φ(t) = ξ(t) + π;

−[ξ̇(t) + ∆] tanχ(t), φ(t) = ξ(t).
(10c)

Note that different selection of the ± sign and the corresponding expression of φ(t) is to
ensure that the pulse always is positive, which is experimental friendly. In addition, according
to equation (9), the geometric phase γg is only related to the polar angle χ(t) and the azimuth
angle ξ(t) of the evolution path, and thus different choices of parameters {χ(t), ξ(t)} may
induce the same γg. Specifically, if the rotation axis ~n is determined, i.e., the initial value
(χ0, ξ0) of the evolution state is determined, different evolution paths can be chosen for each
specific single-qubit geometric gate.

Thus, as shown in figure 2(a), to realize universal single-qubit nonadiabatic geometric
gates, the evolution path can be divided into four parts in the Bloch sphere. To meet the
parameters’ constraint as described in equation (10), the parameters {Ω(t), φ(t),∆(t)} of
microwave fields in each part should meet the following conditions,

S1 =

∫ τ1

0

Ω(t)dt = χ0, ∆ = 0, φ = ξ0 −
π

2
; (11a)

S2 =

∫ τ2

τ1

Ω(t)dt = Λ, ∆ = 0, φ = ξ1 +
π

2
; (11b)

S3 =

∫ τ3

τ2

Ω(t)dt = |λ tan Λ cos2 Λ|, ∆ =
λ sin2 Λ

τ3 − τ2

,

φ(t) =

{
ξ(t) + π, 0 < Λ < π/2,

ξ(t), π/2 < Λ ≤ π,

∫ τ3

τ2

ξ̇(t) = −λ; (11c)
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S4 =

∫ τ

τ3

Ω(t)dt = |Λ− χ0|, ∆ = 0,

φ =

{
ξ0 − π

2
, Λ > χ0,

ξ0 + π
2
, Λ < χ0.

(11d)

where Si denotes the pulse area of the ith segment, λ = ξ1− ξ0, Λ equals to value of the polar
angle χ(t) on the third segment (t ∈ [τ2, τ3]), which is a constant and Λ ∈ (0, π/2)∪ (π/2, π].
Note that, the shapes of Ω(t) and φ(t), determined by χ(t) and ξ(t), prescribed in equation
(11) is still not limited to special cases, the only requirement is that the integrals must be
certain values, and thus various pulse-shaping techniques can be further incorporated into
the construction, which is not the topic here and not included. This choice of ξ1 leads to
a anticlockwise trajectory as shown in figure 2(a), and we term it configuration A. By this
setting, at the final time τ , the evolution operator will be

U1(τ) = U1(τ, τ3)U1(τ3, τ2)U1(τ2, τ1)U1(τ1, 0) = eiγg~n·~σ, (12)

which is an arbitrary single-qubit geometric gate and γg=λ(1− cos Λ)/2 (assuming γg < 0).
Since γg is only related to Λ and λ, we can choose different evolutionary trajectories to
realize the same specific gate under the condition of fixing the evolutionary starting point.
For example, shown in figure 2(a), the evolution state |ϕ+(t)〉 can return to the starting point
along either path 1 (red solid line) or path 2 (blue dotted line) to get the same geometric gate.
Note that paths 1 and 2 have different Λ, so we term it as the “path parameter”.

Specifically, in order to implement geometric S, T and H gates, we can set

(χ0, ξ0) = (0, 0) , γg = −π/4,
(χ0, ξ0) = (0, 0) , γg = −π/8,
(χ0, ξ0) = (π/4, 0) , γg = −π/2,

(13)

respectively. As it is well-known that the gate sequence of them can construct arbitrary single-
qubit geometric gates. Moreover, for a certain γg, different choice of parameters {Λ, λ}
corresponds to different evolution paths, with which we can realize the same geometric gate
but with different gate-robustness.

In addition, as in figure 2(b), we also consider the needed gate-time of these geometric
gates with different path parameters Λ. Here, the gate-time is defined by their corresponding
pulse areas S =

∑4
i=1 Si =

∫ τ
0

Ω(t)dt. Besides, we compare the gate-time in our scheme
with the corresponding dynamical one. It can be concluded that geometric S, T and H gates
have shorter gate-time than their corresponding dynamical gates within the path parameter
ranges of Λ/π ∈ [0.23, 0.5)∪ (0.5, 0.67], [0.15, 0.5)∪ (0.5, 0.59] and [0.34, 0.5)∪ (0.5, 0.62],
respectively. Significantly, within a fairly wide range of paths, the pulse areas of these gates
are less than 2π that corresponds to those of the conventional nonadiabatic GQC schemes
[32–34], which is also one of the merits of our scheme.

2.3. Gate robustness

In the following, we evaluate the gate robustness of the implemented geometric S, T and H
gates with path selection. Under the conventional errors against the amplitude deviation of
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Figure 3. Gate fidelities for geometric S, T and H gates as function of path parameters Λ, (a-c)
σx and (d-f) σz errors with error fractions ε, δ ∈ [−0.1, 0.1], without decoherence.

the driving fields and the qubit-frequency drift, i.e., σx and σz errors, the Hamiltonian H1(t)

will be changed into

H′1(t) = −1

2
{[∆ + δΩ0]σz − (1 + ε)Ω(t) [cosφ(t)σx + sinφ(t)σy]} , (14)

where ε and δ represent the error fractions for two errors in unit of the time-dependent
amplitude Ω(t) and its maximum amplitude Ω0, respectively. Besides, we use the definition
of gate fidelity, under the two errors [47],

F ε,δ
G = Tr(U †1U

ε,δ
1 )/Tr(U †1U1), (15)

to evaluate the gate robustness, where U ε,δ
1 and U1 are the evolution operators with and without

errors, respectively. In figure 3, we show the gate fidelities of the geometric S, T and H gates
as function of path parameter Λ/π ∈ [0.1, 0.5) ∪ (0.5, 1] and the two kinds of local errors
ε, δ ∈ [−0.1, 0.1]. We can clearly see that the gate robustness is different for different Λ, and
we target to find ranges of the path parameter Λ, where the geometric gate-robustness is better
than that of the corresponding dynamical one for both errors.

We now compare the robustness between geometric and corresponding dynamical gates
(denoted as “Rabi gates”) against two errors, and the construction of the dynamical gates
is detailed in appendix A. In figure 4, we plot the boundary paths, i.e., the robustness of
both strategies is approximately the same. And, within the boundaries, the robustness of
the geometric gates is better than the corresponding dynamical ones. Therefore, we can
obtain that the robustness of geometric S and T gates is better than that of the corresponding
dynamical gates against both errors within ranges of Λ/π ∈ [0.3, 0.5) ∪ (0.5, 1] and
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Figure 4. The comparison of robustness between geometric S, T and H gates and their
corresponding dynamical gates (denoted as “Rabi gates”) for two local errors, i.e., (a-c) σx
and (d-f) σz errors, for their boundary paths, respectively.

[0.19, 0.5) ∪ (0.5, 1], respectively. For the geometric H gate, its robustness is better than that
of the corresponding dynamical gate against σx error in the range Λ/π ∈ [0.3, 0.5) ∪ (0.5, 1)

and that against σz error only for the path Λ/π = 1, which reduces to the orange-slice-shaped-
loop case [32–34]. Remarkably, there is another kind of path configuration, we term it as the
“configuration B”, in contrast to the “configuration A” of described above. We find that, for
the case of H gate against σz error, there is still a parameter range of Λ/π ∈ [0.65, 0.75],
within which geometric H gate has better robustness than the corresponding dynamical gate,
and the details are presented in appendix B. So, for quantum systems with different dominant
errors, we can utilize the different configuration strategies to construct geometric H gate with
strong robustness, extending the robust characteristic for the orange-slice-shape scheme [15]
to our shorter path scheme.

2.4. Gate performance on a transmon under decoherence

In practical superconducting system, due to the weak anharmonicity of a transmon qubit, the
state population in computational subspace {|0〉, |1〉}will leak to higher levels, e.g. |2〉, which
leads to the decrease of fidelity. Thus, it is necessary to use “derivative removal via adiabatic
gate” technique [48, 49] to correct this leakage. Here, we can simulate numerically the gate
fidelity by setting appropriate parameters, using the Lindblad master equation [50] of

ρ̇1 = −i[H(t), ρ1] +
1

2
{κzL(Az) + κ−L(A−)} , (16)
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Figure 5. The gate fidelities as a function of the pulse peak Ω0 for geometric S, T and H
gates with their optimal path parameters (S gate: Λ = 0.42π, T gate: Λ = 0.33π, H gate:
Λ ' 0.5π), which has the highest fidelities in the configuration A. For the configuration B, the
optimal path parameter for the geometric H gate is Λ = 0.70π.

where ρ1 is the density matrix of the quantum system and its quantum dynamics is governed
by the Hamiltonian H(t), L(A) = 2Aρ1A† − A†Aρ1 − ρ1A†A is the Lindblad operator for
decay operator A− = |0〉〈1| +

√
2|1〉〈2| and dephasing operator Az = |1〉〈1| + 2|2〉〈2|, and

κ−, κz are the relaxation and dephasing rates, respectively.
The gate fidelity is defined as FG

1 = 1
2π

∫ 2π

0
〈ϕf1 |ρ1|ϕf1〉dθ1 [51] with the ideal final

state of |ϕf1〉 = U1|ϕi1〉, the integration is numerically done for 1001 different initial states
of |ϕi1〉 = cos θ1|0〉 + sin θ1|1〉 with θ1 being uniformly distributed within the range of
[0, 2π]. Besides, for stronger driving field, faster gate operation can be induced, and thus
leads to less decoherence induced gate error. However, stronger driving field also causes
more leakage to the non-computational subspace. Therefore, in figure 5, we plot the gate
fidelities as a function of the pulse peak Ω0 for geometric S, T and H gates with their optimal
path parameters, i.e., Λ = (0.42, 0.33, 0.5)π, where they have the highest fidelities in the
configuration A. Meanwhile, for geometric H gate from configuration B, the optimal path
parameter is Λ = 0.70π, which has the strongest robustness against σz error. Moreover, in the
simulation, we have used a corrected shape ΩD(t) = Ω(t)−{iΩ̇(t)+[φ̇(t)+∆]Ω(t)}/(2α) for
the driving field with the original simple pulse shape being Ω(t) = Ω0 sin2(πt/T ), as it can
be arbitrary. In addition, the decoherence rates and anharmonicity of the transmon [52, 53]
are κ− = κz = 2π × 4 kHz and α = 2π × 220 MHz, respectively. By these setting, the
maximal fidelities of S, T and H gates can be obtained as FG

S ' 99.93%, FG
T ' 99.95%

and FG
H ' 99.95% (' 99.90% for configuration B), and their corresponding uncorrected

pulse peaks are Ω0/(2π) = (19, 24, 30) MHz, respectively. Finally, based on the optimal
pulse peaks and path parameters above-mentioned, as shown in figure 6, we also plot the
comparison of gate robustness between geometric gates and their corresponding dynamical
ones against two local errors, in the form of (1 + ε)Ω(t) and ∆ + δΩ0.
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Figure 6. Comparison of robustness between the geometric and corresponding dynamical
gates against two local errors. (a-c) For the configuration A, gate-robustness for geometric S,
T and H gates with the optimal path parameters (S gate: Λ = 0.42π, T gate: Λ = 0.33π and H
gate: Λ ' 0.5π) (d) The gate-robustness for geometric H gate with the optimal path parameter
Λ = 0.70π in the configuration B.

3. Nontrivial two-qubit geometric gates of path optimization

The above path-optimized method can be readily generalized to the case of nontrivial two-
qubit geometric gates. As shown in figure 1(b), we here consider a two-dimensional lattice of
adjacently capacitive coupled transmon qubits, and the coupling strength there is usually fixed
once the chip is fabricated. To realize tunable coupling [54–57] between two qubits, e.g., T1

and T2, we add an ac driving of Ḟ (t) with F (t) = −β cos [νt+ ϕ(t)] on the qubit T2 so that
ω2(t) = ω2 + Ḟ (t), and the interaction Hamiltonian can be calculated as

H12(t) = g12

{[
|10〉12〈01|ei∆1t +

√
2|11〉12〈02|ei(∆1+α2)t

+
√

2|20〉12〈11|ei(∆1−α1)t
]
eiβ cos [νt+ϕ(t)] + H.c

}
, (17)

where ∆1 = ω1−ω2 with ω1 and ω2 being the frequencies of qubits T1 and T2 respectively, g12

is coupling constant, and α1 and α2 are the intrinsic anharmonicities of the two qubits. Making
a representation transformation U = exp {−i∆′(|11〉12〈11| − |02〉12〈02|)t/2} onH12(t), and
HamiltonianH12(t) reduces to

H′12(t) = −1

2

{
∆′ · σ′z − g′12

[
cos ς(t)σ′x + sin ς(t)σ′y

]}
, (18)
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Figure 7. (a) The gate fidelities of the implemented geometric control-phase gate (γ′′g =

−π/4) as function of the parameters ∆1 and β in the relative optimal path Λ = 0.45π. (b)
The graph for corresponding state populations with the inial state (|01〉 + |11〉)/

√
2 and gate

fidelity alter with the evolution time t in the same path as the (a).

where g′12 = 2
√

2g12J1(β), ∆′ = ν − ∆1 − α2, ς(t) = ϕ(t) − π/2, and {σ′x, σ′y, σ′z} are
the Pauli operators represented by the subspace {|11〉12, |02〉12}. This represents a detuned
interaction in the subspace of {|11〉12, |02〉12}, and whose structure of energy levels is plotted
in figure 1(c). Note that we have utilized the Jacobi-Anger identity exp[iβ cos(νt + ϕ(t))] =∑∞

m=−∞ i
mJm(β) exp[im(νt + ϕ(t))] in obtaining equation (18). Obviously, Hamiltonian

H′12(t) has the same structure as that of HamiltonianH1(t) in the single-qubit case. Therefore,
we can construct arbitrary single-qubit-like geometric gates in the subspace {|11〉12, |02〉12}
through setting appropriate parameters, which corresponds to a two-qubit geometric control-
phase gate in the two-qubit computational subspace {|00〉12, |01〉12, |10〉12, |11〉12}, i.e.,

U2(τ ′) = |00〉12〈00|+ |01〉12〈01|+ |10〉12〈10|+ eiγ
′′
g |11〉12〈11|. (19)

In the following, we set γ′′g = −π/4 as a typical example to test this gate performance,
whose path can be optimized similar to the single-qubit case. Then, the master equation can
be rewritten as

ρ̇2 = −i[H12(t), ρ2] +
1

2

2∑
j=1

{
κjzL(Ajz) + κj−L(Aj−)

}
, (20)

where Aj− = |0〉j〈1| +
√

2|1〉j〈2| and Ajz = |1〉j〈1| + 2|2〉j〈2|. Besides, the two-qubit
gate fidelity can be defined as FG

2 = 1
4π2

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0
〈ϕf2 |ρ2|ϕf2〉dθ1dθ2 for the ideal final state

|ϕf2〉 = U2|ϕi2〉with a general initial state |ϕi2〉 = (cos θ1|0〉+sin θ1|1〉)⊗(cos θ2|0〉+sin θ2|1〉),
in which the integration is numerically performed for 10001 input states with θ1 and θ2

uniformly distributed in [0, 2π]. We set the relative optimal path Λ = 0.45π and plot the gate
fidelities as a function of parameters ∆1 and β, as shown in figure 7(a). We find that the two-
qubit gate fidelities can exceed 99.85% when the parameters β and ∆1 are around 1.9±0.1 and
2π× (388± 5) MHz, respectively. Furthermore, in the figure 7(b), we plot the corresponding
state populations and the gate fidelity dynamics with the inial state being (|01〉 + |11〉)/

√
2,

under the conditions of β = 1.9 and ∆1 = 2π × 388 MHz, and the geometric control-
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phase gate fidelity can achieve as high as 99.87%. Moreover, in our numerical simulation, all
parameters are set to be readily accessible within current transmon experiment [58], such as
the coupling strength g12 = 2π × 8 MHz, transmon anharmonicities of α1 = α2 = 2π × 220

MHz, κ1
− = κ1

z = κ2
− = κ2

z = 2π × 4 kHz, and the detuning ∆′ ' −2π × 83 MHz. Note
that, besides this high gate fidelity, the merit of gate robustness is similar as that of the case of
single-qubit phase gate, as the structure of HamiltonianH′12(t) is the same as that ofH1(t).

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have proposed a path-optimized scheme for implementing nonadiabatic
geometric gates on superconducting transmon qubits with simple and conventional
experimental control, where the constructed single-qubit geometric S, T, and H gates are
superior over the corresponding dynamical gates with regard to gate fidelity and robustness
by selecting appropriate paths. Through numerical simulation, we can get the fidelities for
geometric S, T and H gates as 99.93%, 99.95% and 99.95%, respectively. Meanwhile, this
method of path optimization can be readily generalized to the case of nontrivial two-qubit
geometric gates, and the gate fidelity of geometric control-phase gate can reach 99.87% within
the available experimental parameters. Remarkably, the gate robustness in our scheme is
greatly enhanced besides the improvement of the gate-fidelity, which manifests the intrinsic
robust nature of the geometric phases. Finally, we do not set constrain on the pulse shapes in
our construction of the geometric quantum gates, and thus various pulse-shaping techniques
can be potentially possible to be incorporated into our scheme. All of these merits suggest
that our scheme represents a new perspective for large-scale fault-tolerant solid-state quantum
computation.
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（c）

Figure 8. Gate fidelties of the implemented geometric H gate for configuration B as a function
of path parameters Λ for (a) σx and (b) σz errors without decoherence, respectively, with
ε, δ ∈ [−0.1, 0.1]. (c) The vertical view of evolution trajectories in the Bloch sphere for
configuration B (dash-dotted-black line) in contrast with the configuration A (dashed-red line).

Appendix A: The construction of dynamical gates

From a two-level quantum system that is resonantly driven by a external field, the interaction
Hamiltonian reads

Hd(t) =
1

2
Ω(t) [cosφ(t)σx + sinφ(t)σy] , (21)

we set φ(t) = φd as a constant, to ensure the geometric phase γg ≡ 0. Thus, the dynamical
evolution operator at the final time τ can be obtained as

Ud(τ) = e−i
∫ τ
0 Hd(t) dt = σz cos

θdx,y
2
− i sin

θdx,y
2

(σx cosφd + σy sinφd), (22)

where θdx,y =
∫ τ

0
Ω(t)dt. When φd = 0 and π/2, the X- and Y -axis rotation operations

Rd
x(θ

d
x) and Rd

y(θ
d
y) can be obtained, respectively, while the Z-axis rotation can be obtianed

by Rd
z(θ

d
z) =Rd

x(−π/2)Rd
y(−θdz)Rd

x(π/2). Specially, a set of universal single-qubit gates,
i.e., Phase, π/8 and Hadamard gates can be realized as Rd

x(−π/2)Rd
y(−π/2)Rd

x(π/2),
Rd
x(−π/2)Rd

y(−π/4)Rd
x(π/2) and Rd

x(π)Rd
y(π/2), with total pulse areas Sd =

∫ τ
0

Ω(t)dt =

3π/2, 5π/4 and 3π/2, respectively.

Appendix B: Geometric quantum gates from configuration B

Similar to those of the schemes in references [15, 37], there is also a path configuration B
versus configuration A for our scheme. But the difference is that, in our scheme, the path
configurations can be further optimized by choosing different path parameters Λ, while the
former one is only a special case of our scheme. Herein, in contrast to ξ1 − ξ0 = λ in the
configuration A, we can set ξ′1− ξ0 = λ− kπ in the configuration B, which is shown in figure
8(c). Then, the geometric phase γ′g, in the configuration B, can be calculated as

γ′g =
1

2
(1− cos Λ)(ξ′1 − ξ0) = γg −

kπ(1− cos Λ)

2
. (23)

In this case, we let kπ(1 − cos Λ)/2 = π and have k = 2/(1 − cos Λ). Specially, when
Λ = π, then ξ′1 − ξ0 = λ − π, which reduces to the configuration B for the conventional
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Figure 9. Comparison of robustness between geometric H gate and corresponding dynamical
gate (also denoted as “Rabi gate”) against (a) σx and (b) σz errors for the boundary path
parameters, respectively. (c) The comparison of the total pulse areas S for geometric H gate in
the configuration B case with different path parameters and the corresponding dynamical gate.

nonadiabatic GQC [15,37]. As a result, the new evolution operator is U ′1(τ) = exp(iγ′g~n·~σ) =

− exp(iγg~n · ~σ) that is equivalent to U1(τ) in the configuration A. Therefore, similar to
the configuration A case, we can also optimize geometric quantum gates induced from
configuration B, just changing ξ1 to ξ′1 in the path parameter.

For the σz error, in the configuration A case, as shown in the maintext, there is no
range of the path parameter that makes the robustness of geometric H gate is better than
that of the corresponding dynamical gate. Here, we only consider the robustness of path-
optimized geometric H gate in the configuration B. As shown in figures 8(a) and 8(b), we
can clearly obtain the gate robustness for geometric H gate is distinct within the range of
Λ/π ∈ [0.1, 0.5) ∪ (0.5, 1] under two different local errors ε, δ ∈ [−0.1, 0.1]. Moreover, in
figures 9(a) and 9(b), we compare the robustness of this gate with its corresponding dynamical
gate under several boundary paths. We find that the geometric quantum gates possess better
robustness when the path parameter is within the ranges of Λ/π ∈ [0.41, 0.5) ∪ (0.5, 0.61]

and Λ/π ∈ [0.65, 0.75] for σx and σz errors, respectively. Obviously, it can be found that
the stronger robustness against σz error is, the weaker robustness against σx error will be,
which is just opposite to the result in the configuration A case. In addition, in the case of the
configuration B, the pulse areas for geometric and dynamical H gate as a function of the path
parameter Λ/π ∈ (0, 0.5) ∪ (0.5, 1] are plotted in figure 9(c).
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